Preface

The International conference "Integration, Partnership and Innovations in Construction Sciences and Education" (IPICSE) is held for the 5th time by now. It is one of the biggest industry-specific science events in Russian Federation, which annually attracts over 400 specialists participating as speakers or listeners.

Moscow State University of Civil Engineering, the leading university of Russia in the civil engineering field, which celebrates its' 95th anniversary this year, was chosen as a venue for IPICSE-2016. Representatives of several distinguished civil engineering universities of Poland, Italy, Slovakia and Russia assisted in the organization of this event. Among the universities are Warsaw University of Technology, Moscow State University of Civil Engineering, Wroclaw University of Technology, University of Zilina, University of Padova, Samara State University of Architecture and Civil Engineering.

Within IPICSE-2016 the Scientific Seminar on modern construction technologies and materials will take place for the first time, in the course of which professional academic community representatives from over than ten countries will discuss significant problems of such disciplines as

- Structural mechanics
- Building structures
- Geodesy and Geotechnics
- Building materials and Technologies,
- Organization and Management in construction
- Recycle of inorganic waste in construction

We would like to express our gratitude to Editorial Board of MATEC Web of Conferences and personally to Isaline Augusto for his generous efforts.

Wish warm companionship, valuable discussions and success in scientific activities to all participants of IPICSE-2016!

Dr. Aleksey Adamtsevich
Coordinator IPICSE-2016